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basic zeta functions in number is stated. Some facts which may 
mann 
of such relationship are outlined in the rest of the notes. Vlhereas the Rie~ 
is an assertion on the value distribution of Mobius function, the present work 
suggests that the value distribution of the power residue 
with the Riernann 
Introduction. 
·we consider a multiple zeta function the form 
"r'ne~e m .-. '' = '77[1'.'], w = Yll . L I •i C -' !L; ~ • 
stands for the cubic residue 
-1 + /=3 
2 
ofF= Q( 
mi = l(mod3), 
connected 
) = 1, and (3 
of this function in the region 
of 
= 16. 3 - 2)L(s, -1 
1 ) in the Res > cr0 + 6 except the zeros of , where (p is the Dedekind 
zeta function ofF, L(s,17) is the L-function of the Grossencharakter 1J determined 
l~l, (c = 1 (mod 3)), ofF, is a Bessel function, and M~ means the Mellin 
transform defined by 
dv 
v 
V\!e also consider a multiple zeta function of the form 
(m3_ l fi(mirnvn~3) 
\ml) lm1m2m3l 2"'' 
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It is expected that that the convergence or holomophy of this function in the 





1 L(3s- 2, 
in . "0 I 1 . ~ l\ -(CJ 1 ) regwn neB > a 0 + f. zeros or dl ~s + , . 
In the we outline some facts which may be evidences ""'"'r"'' .. , .. ,·nu 
precee,CllJag assertions. 
theta 
the upper half space H = {u = 
Fourier series 
u)lz E v> we define a function 
of 
the 
E ciAo), , and call it cubic theta The Fourier 
cubic Gauss stuns 
for four cases 
rn = ± . ___ 38N--1 




rn = ± --:3 
where c are all quare 
(mod 3)), 
~ 0), ( case2)] 
?: ( case3), 
and c, d = 1 (mod 3). Otherwise =0. 
An important property cubic theta function is that it is an automorphic 
function. Since H = C) operates on H. Put in particular 
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E o )), then satisfies 
or X 
character 
We call X a 
the sense that x( CT1 a-2 ) = ) , E holds. 
a automorphic function. 
Dirichlet series involving povvers of cubic Gauss sums. 
We now propose to in general Dirichlet series of the form 
=I: 
rn 
where n is a natural nmnber, because powers cubic Gauss sums ha\re various inter-
be trea,ted in a usual \vay within the 
of automorphic as ~-''·'''"0"'-''"' to it. 
where 




virtue of the important relation 
form of in 
·-1 
of introduction. 'rhis case is therefore remarkable. 
of routine form can be given to )~et 
of as a function on The convolution of 
+ ~t) 
is the Euclidean. rneasure on C Put (v) = , let 2n(s) be 
the surface area of C/3o. 
Bn(s) = 
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and thus takes here. This representation itself is not very ,.n,_,,~,c'v''"'~ 
to determine the region of holomorphy of A3 (B), it is enough to reveai the behavior 





E -3 r------c;- o), as v -+ 0, since this integrand is as v __ ,. o<:>. So we 
-,) 
go to the origin from where the cubic theta function comes from. 
§3. Eisensteir1 series~ 
We define an Eisenstein series 
E(u, = v, 
wit.h the meta.plectic 
(z, E H. If v. = 
As a function of z >.vith 
="' L--d 
roo \f 
stands for the v-coordinate of u = 
,-
c <C), then 
v 
= \cz + dT2 + c2v2. 
is 
(c c::: 0, d c::: l(rnod3), (c, = 1). The result is 
and 
a)= + 
+mol :s (2?T)cT(o:)-l 
mofO 
( 4?Timlv )e(mz), 
is a Dirichlet series. In 
1 ?T (p(o:) = m0 --~oo(o:), 
o:-1 
( 0: )· 
( -(3a-2) (· 1 ) -l (F (3o: ·- 3) i.po o:) = 4 · 3 1- ----- --~ ----. 
\ 33a-2 (F (3o: -· 2) 
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Since i.po has a pole of first order at. ~, the 
shows that E ( u, o:) itself has a pole of first order at 
form 
theory of Eisenstein series 




This together with B( u, a metaplectic """·"v.,w.n 
of is vj multiplied a constant. Dividing 
The constant term 
the constant, there arises what 
we call cubic theta function. 
v, (u, be the convolution of -~ E(z, v, as a 
function of z with 3o, and let 
-(n-l) 
v,o:)- + dv 
v 
-n 
. "\'"' 'Pm ( 0: )n i1 -( 0 }· -n ) / " I ''1·· . , 2. Jvl ,,s + n, (c:t-1 . ~ m!~,::;-n.O:-r 'h .. 
m,o;iO 
If enough information on the of (0, v, o:) as v --1 0 is the region 
of the Dirichlet series contained in 2n , and as a consequence, the 
of holomorphy of (.>)or of L(s,ry)·-l will possibly be deduced. Toward this 
we adopt termwise convolution of Eisenstein series, 
Termvvise convolution. 
To observe the behavior of v, a) as v ~-~ 0, it suffices to observe the behavior 
of the value E 3 ( v, (") - vc' ·- Fi:(. ~ v 
.t, - _, "'' ' 
n 
-v ' 
since the behavior of v"' is very clear. The ,~y·nr"'""' 
all terms in the Eisenstein series such that c f. 0. 
- v"' means the sun1 of 
I' I JC/3<> C-1!) = 
·(E(-z1,v,o:)- )(E(-z2,v,a)- vn) lldz2l 
= 
'Cl) vn 
c, d (d11 (lc1(z1 + z2) + d1l 2 + ic1l2v2 )"'. 
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some notation be We 
where c~ are mutually prirne, so are ni, too, and = 1. Among the symbols, .Xi, 
are powers = 1, and all others are= 1 (mod 3). 
is a Lc.m. of c1, c2, cs, and 
determine };; 
On the other 
-- + - + - = -;----·----·--: 
cl c2 cs 
~fl (.z) = 'Yl 1 





In 8 will stand for a complete system of representatives of (1 mod c0n 1 n 2n3 , 
and J.Li, (i = l, 2,3), will be 
lavl is needed 
yields 
~\-., 
= L Li -:--·-:-:::---:---··--:--c--
k-:f-o co,n 
' -l ) 
I 
-1 ( J.Ls \ - 1 Jk(co, n, r=:, tl,). 




( Ai.\2Asc2E3) -l ( ,\~,\3,\Jcscl ')' --l (~~A1A2c1c2J-l. 
\ m1 , m2 . m3 l 
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:Here, E o), is a finite sum similar to the Jacobi sum, and without index 
like n. are abbreviations of triples like n1, n2, n3. 








... \it:? p, 
I: 
m=.rl( 1nodcon1 n,2na) 
tion, and so, vm are lead to the hypotheses stated there. 
It. should be noted that all our after concern the former half part 
of the introduction. Corresponding arguments for the latter half are similar. The 
difference is that we have to apply the differential ~- on the triple convolution 
oz 
of v, 
It seems to be hard to investigate numbers u0 and ub in the introduction, 
but an observation of the double convolution of Eisenstein series compared with results 
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·~v.uuJ..<F, from Rankin)s method, it is to a certain extent plausible that the double zeta 
function 
= m2 - l(mod.3), 
becomes a big 
of~ and 3 
in Rea > ~. So) for 
Following m the a 
vacrue imagination if a0~' 1 then Riemann's can be b 3' 
"f -- 2 '-1- P' ' U'p- "'-1.0 -oe,," > 2.6·· , >J.n.c' 1'r" 1 - 3 , lden _.,Imnann s . n , ·- _' 
:=::: ~, then Rien1a.nr15S hypothesis is that is, th.ere exsists IlO region of the 
Res> 1- t:, (E > , in which (s) has no zero. 
By xneans 
series with the sa.me coefficients is defined whose 
As for the coefficients 
of the Dirichlet series with coefficients { 
for instance. Nevertheless, for the coefficients 
it is very diflkult to consider the "'".,-,.,,"',·+ 
at least, no generally ,.,,1J'[J1HAJ.u.u::: 
presently. But, if such method were 
as in the notes. 
a Dirichlet 
can be investigated 
the properties 
Rankin method) 
}, { Crn} of three auttc•morp 
of the Dirichlet series with coefficients 
discussions 
The autor has not determined zeros of Ki) and 111(s, 
~:l 
A suitable bibliography for the present notes is S.J.Patterson: The constant term of 
the cubic theta .J. reine angew. (1982), with its references. 
In au.u>c>cJu, more detailed versions of the notes are available at 
http:/ jwww.geocities.jp/ okatayol19 / 
with file names Metap in 
